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Theory of pursuit in gravitational and electromagnetic fields

0. Introduction. The notion of the pursuit game was originally 
defined by H. Steinhaus [6] in 1925. Further contributions to this theory 
are due to J. Mycielski [1], [2], 0. Byll-Nardzewski [5] and A. Zięba
(1) , [7Н 9].

In the present paper we give the extension of ideas of A. Zięba to 
the case of relativistic physics. The basic result of this paper can be formu
lated mathematically as follows: Let R be a Biemannian space-time 
with the gravitational field </'" and electromagnetic field A v.

We consider the classes U and V of admissible strategies; they consist 
of all integrable functions of two variables (positions in space-time of 
escaping and pursuing players) a?, y^eR with values in R satisfying the 
metric conditions:

g,,r(utl—aAll)(up—aA9) =  — 1, u ^ U ,
g"* (Vp—bAM)(v,—bAv) =  —1, v T

where a and b denote respectively the ratios of the charge and the mass 
for the escaping and pursuing players.

The equilibrium conditions of the conflicting situation between two 
players in R are given by the theorem: If aix'*, у**) is a nonnegative and 
differentiable function for gf, y^eR and the functions u*eU and v*eV 
are such that for every u êTJ, x^^y^eR we have

(2) ugfivp ttuv+ vg ,t''q/iv? ^  —1

and for every v~*V, хц, y^eR we have x

(3) ug^p^ut+vg^q^  <  —1 

and if for every ofzR  we have

а(я ,̂ хц) — 0,

then и* and v* are the optimal strategies, and а(ж", у") is the value of 
the game in the initial position x11, y1*.
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The symbols р„ and appearing in the above formulas are defined 
as Pp =  de/daf and q̂  =  dc/dif and the scalar functions и and v with 
values in В are given numbers which bound the strategies in classes U 
and V.

If the equation
=  — 1

is satisfied, we say that the pursuit forms a uniformly closed game.
From the conditions (1 ), (2 ) and (3) we can uniquely determine the 

Hamiltonian. For the system of two objects pursuing each other in fields 
A v and g this Hamiltonian takes the form

Я  =  f f (p „g ,; x%yv) ________
=  u(V-g^PpPr-ag^p^AJ-viV-g^q^+bg^q^A,).

Next, it is shown that the optimal pursuit trajectories satisfy the 
canonical equations of Hamilton:

dx** m dp,* _ OH
ds

i

■R ds dx** ’
dy* dH 1 OH
ds ~  dq/ ds d f '

and that the value a{of, y*1) of the game satisfies the equation of Hamil
ton-Jacobi:

Я  (a/*, i/'*; do fix'*, dofdyM) =  1 .

The pursuit equations (4) were solved by the method of canonical trans
formations in the case of the homogeneous Maxwellian electromagnetic 
field.

The canonical formalism, built for the relativistic theory of pursuit, 
is consistent with Einstein’s principle of special and general theory of 
relativity.

1. Notions and principles of a two-person pursuit game. If the
pursuing and escaping elements carry electrical charges in a given elec
tromagnetic field with potential A M, we face the following question: 
How should one define the basic pursuit equation in order to make it 
possible to study the pursuit in the presence of electromagnetic and gravi
tational fields % We shall attempt to answer this question in the present 
paper. Using the pursuit equation derived here, we shall discuss the 
pursuit game in a homogeneous electrical field.

Before we start the derivation of the fundamental pursuit equation 
in the electromagnetic and gravitational field, we remind the basic notions 
of the relativistic theory of pursuit games [3].
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Let us denote by X  the player who directs the'pursuit, and by
Y the player who directs the evasion. We assume that the pursuit and 
evasion take place in the Minkowski space-time (in general, in Eiemann 
space-time).

Let the element of the game for player X  be the moving point 
with coordinates x,l{s1), and for player Y — the moving point with 
coordinates yfi{s2). The values of the proper time for players X  and
Y are denoted respectively by and s2.

One of the most important notions of the theory of pursuit games 
is the notion of four-velocities, as functions of proper time st (i — 1, 2) 
and instantenuous positions of players, i.e. x1* and у1*. Thus, for the pursu
ing and escaping player we have

The choice of the directions of the four - velocities и1* and v** depends 
upon the decisions of players X  and Y. We shall call them respectively 
the methods of 'pursuit and evasion or shortly — the strategies of the game.

The absolute values of these strategies (the four-velocities defined 
with respect to proper time) are bounded by side conditions

imposed by the metric in the Minkowski space-time (or generally, the 
Eiemann space-time). In formulas (6) and in the sequel we choose units 
in such a way that the velocity of light in vacuum c =  1.

Thus, the conditions (6) guarantee that the game will be in the interior 
of the light cone.

If the strategies и* and Vй are given by players X  and Y for the 
pursuing and escaping element, then the motion of the game is described 
by the following system of ordinary differential equations

with arbitrary initial conditions s® (i =  1,2), xv0,y v0, which we shall 
also include into the rules of the game.

The system (7) is simply the parametric form of differential equa
tions for lines of the vector field (5). These lines, or the integrals of equa
tions (7) give the trajectories of pursuit and evasion.

The second important notion in the relativistic theory of pursuit 
is the notion of pursuit time. The definition of this notion in the classical 
case presents no difficulty, since the rate of all clocks in all inertial sys-

(6) u^u* — —1, v ^  =  —1,

(7) (p =  1, 2, 3, 4)
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terns is the same. In the relativistic case, however, different clocks, 
connected with different systems have different rates. For that reason 
we introduce the notion of the proper time of the given clock.

We see, therefore that if we define the pursuit time for the proper 
time of different players, the minimax principle will not be satisfied. 
In fact, let Gi =  s j—s? denote the proper time of the pursuit, and let 
<r2 =  s j— s® denote the proper time of the evasion. We have no right to 
claim that the minimal pursuit time is equal to the maximal evasion 
time (since in this case the rates of the clocks of both players would have 
to be identical, which contradicts the principles of the theory of relativity). 
We remind that si and s] (i =  1, 2 ) denote respectively the initial and 
terminal proper time for each player.

We think that it will be most reasonable if we define the pursuit 
time with respect to a standard clock, which we shall call the referee’s 
clock. This clock can move in the given coordinate system, but it will 
be most convenient to study the pursuit in such a coordinate system, 
for which the referee’s clock rests. We shall denote the proper time of 
this clock by s.

If we denote the initial proper time (of the standard clock) by $°, 
and if we treat the terminal proper time of this clock as a functional 
depending upon the strategies and initial conditions, i.e.

=  у ;,* !);
then the difference a =  sx — s° will be called the pursuit time in the refe
ree’s clock.

In theory of games the functional a — a\u**, v**, а?'1, уц, is called the 
payoff function corresponding to the given strategies u1* and rf and rules 
of the game ж", у", s*. We dropped the index zero, since the initial con
ditions are chosen arbitrarily in the Minkowski (or, generally, Riemaun) 
space-time, satisfying the metric conditions
(8 ) g^dxf dxv =  — (dsj2, g^dy^dy* =  —(ds2)2,
where gt,P is the fundamental metric tensor.

If we express the proper time st {i =  1, 2) of player X  and T by the 
referee’s proper time s, i.e. if we give the functional relation
(9) 8i =  8i(8) (i =  1 ,2),
then the system of differential equations (7) for the pursuit and evasion 
trajectories will take the form

dx*

(10)
ds

• <w_
ds

=  ww" {xv CM*)], yr[e2(*)L

=  vif [xv[*!(*)], y’ [*2(*)], s2(s)},
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where

(i d

Solving the system (10) with given functions (9) or (11) and initial 
conditions s°,xp0,y v0 we obtain the pursuit trajectories (in the parametric 
form)

=  a? { * ) ,  < = < / 0 0 ,

expressed in the referee’s proper time.
We see that the left-hand sides of equations (10) give the strate

gies of pursuit and evasion in the proper time of the standard clock. 
The absolute values of these strategies are equal to given functions u(s) 
and v(s). In fact, if we square equations (10) and use conditions (6) 
we get immediately

(12) =  — и2, y^y* =  —v2,

where the dot stands for the derivative with respect to s.
We may now interpret the physical sense of functions и and v : they 

give the values of four-velocities x'* and y* in terms of the referee’s clock. 
We may add that relation (12) can be easily obtained from metric con
ditions (8) and notations (11).

The basic problem of the theory of pursuit games is to find the best 
methods of pursuit and evasion, or the optimal strategies for each of the 
players. Such an optimal strategy for each of the players is the minimax 
strategy, based on the minimax criterion which can be found in paper [7].

The best (minimax) strategies of pursuit and evasion will be 
denoted by:

u*, v* for the optimal со variant strategies,
«*, for the optimal countercovariant strategies.

The payoff function a, corresponding to strategies (u*,vl) or strategies 
(w*, v*) common for all initial conditions, will be called the optimal pur
suit time. It follows from this definition that a =  <т(я̂ , у", s*). We should 
remember here that the values of the parameters (ctf*, y1*, st) determine 
the arbitrary initial conditions for the system (7). In view of the rela
tion &'*($,) and i f  {s2) the optimal pursuit time is a function of and s2.

If we now express the proper time for each player by the referee’s 
proper time, we get from (9)

(13) 0 (8) =  *{*(*), x^[Sl(s)l  ! f l> ,(*)]}.

We shall give now a generalization of the fundamental equation of 
the theory of pursuit game.
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We shall start from the equation of Zięba ([9])

(14)
dr
dt =  - 1 ,

which gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the considered class 
of pursuit games in the three-dimensional space to be uniformly closed, 
with the optimal methods of pursuit and evasion.

The optimal pursuit time r(t) =  r[t, Xi{t), y^t)] (i =  1, 2, 3) and the 
usual time t is understood here in the Newton sense. These times, that 
is r and t are, naturally, the invariants of Galilean transformation, well 
known in the classical mechanics.

We generalize the equation (14) for the relativistic case in a natural 
way:

(15)
da
ds

where a denotes the optimal pursuit time, measured in the referee’s clock, 
whose proper time we denoted by s.

In view of (13) the last equation may be written in exiilieit form

or

da ds, da ds2 da dx* dsx da dy* ds2-----------L _|------------- L _j--------------------- L _|----------- :---------1
dsx ds ds2 ds dx" dsx ds dy* ds2 ds

(16) « (1 > о + ^ 0 + ® (3 о + ^ 0  =  - i >
where, we used formulas (7) and (11) and introduced the Monge nota
tions :

(17)
da da da da

P° =  - d ^ ’ (Я =  1 , 2 ,3 ,4 ).

Equation (15) plays the role of a necessary condition (in the Eiemann 
space-time) for the relativistic class of pursuit games to be uniformly 
closed with optimal strategies of pursuit and evasion, denoted with stars 
in equation (16).

In the sequel we shall study only such pursuit games for which a 
does not depend upon sx and s2 in the explicit way. In this case we have 
p0 =  q0 =  о and equation (16) takes the form

uppUZ+vqpVZ =  - 1 .

If the player X  chooses the optimal method of pursuit and the 
player Y  chooses an arbitrary method of evasion xP (or vice versa, if X  
chooses и1* and Y  chooses the optimal method of evasion «?£), then the
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pursuit time a for these strategies statisfies the conditions

(18) u p ^  —1, u p ^  -{-vq^  <  —1,

which we shall call the equilibrium conditions for the conflicting situation. 
These conditions express the relativistic generalization of the corre
sponding conditions of Zięba in the classical theory of pursuit games
([9])-

The relations (18) state that the linear form of иИ and

(19) up ̂

tor и* =  u% assumes its maximum for , and for v** =  v% it assumes
fhe minimum for u1* =  u%. It should be emphasized here that the extremal 
properties of the form (19) are attained only under the side conditions 
(6). Without these conditions the above form has no extremum.

Thus, if we want to get the optimal (extremal) values for the con
sidered strategies with absolute values bounded by (6) we have to apply 
the method of Lagrange multipliers to the form (19). The strategies u% 
aud i'4 determined in this manner allow us in turn to find the trajectories 
of optimal pursuit and evasion a£(e) and y*{s) from the system (7) or 
(10) of ordinary differential equations.

Thus, the pursuit problem is basically reduced to the problem of 
finding the optimal methods of the game u% and г’* and the payoff function 
a, or the optimal pursuit time.

All our formulas (except for the classical equation of Zięba (14)) 
hold in the special and general theory of relativity, hence they are consistent 
with the Einstein’s principle of general covariance.

2. The basic equation for the pursuit in the electromagnetic field.
Suppose that in the Minkowski space-time we are given the electroma
gnetic field with the given potential А„.  This field, for the given density 
j v of electric current satisfies, naturally, the d’Alembert equation

дрдцАу =  4:TzjVy

and Lorentz’s gauge conditions

dyAy =  0,
where dM =  djdx1Л.

The Lagrangean of the system of two material points with charges 
ex and e2 and rest masses mx and m2 in presence of the outside electro
magnetic field A v has the form

Tj =  7̂Yl\UvUy-\~BxAyUy-\-\lYl2PyVy-\-62Ayt)ŷ
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where the four-velocities uv and v, are restricted by metric conditions

(20) UVUV =  — 1 ,  VvVv =  — 1 .

From the definition of generalized momenta we get

(21)
dL
dii,,

Qp
dL
dVp

m2VpĄ-e2Ap.

It follows that the generalized four-momentum of each point charge 
is the sum of mechanical and field momentum. Therefore the four-vectors 
Pp and Qp determine the directions of motion of mass points in the given 
electromagnetic field Ap.

Dividing the expressions (21) by mx and m2 we get, respectively,

Tip  —  Up-\-Q-ApX V p  Vp-{- fiApj

where we denoted

1

m2 Qpi
e2
m2 ‘

The four-vectors TJp and which determine the directions of motion 
of two mass points with proper charges a and ft in the field A M, are restrict
ed, in view of (2 0 ), by the conditions

(2 2 ) ( Uv—aAv) ( Uv—aAv) =  - 1 ,  (Vv- ^ A v)(Vv- ^ A v) =  - 1 .

Now, in order to change the physical interpretation into the game 
theoretical interpretation it suffices to identify the mass points with 
the elements of the game, and the four-vectors Up and Vp with the gen
eralized strategies.

The pursuit trajectories in the electromagnetic field can be obtained 
from the system of ordinary differential equations

(23)

dxx dx 2

1! sp4 **rS5II

Ux u 2 U 3 u  4
dy2 dy-i II .ft

j

vt v2 Уз V4

which determine the lines of vector fields Up{xv, yv) and Yp{xv,yv). The 
system (23) can also be written in parametric form

=  ^ t> ,(S i),^ (s2)Ldsx

ds2

(24)
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or, if we express it in the referee’s proper time, we get

(25)

dx
ds
dy»
ds =  ®(s)^{a?r[ej(s)], yv [s2 (s)]}.

(26)
da
ds

If we define the pursuit time in electromagnetic field on the set of ini
tial conditions of system (24) or system (25), then the equilibrium con
ditions for the conflicting situation, for the optimal pursuit time a and 
optimal generalized strategies TJ* and V* will take the form

upv U* +vq, Vv ^  —1, 
up¥Ut+vq„V* =  —1, 
upvUP+vqvV: <  —1,

where TJV and V, are arbitrary strategies.
The symbols pv and qv denote the Monge notations for the payoff 

function a =  a{x^, y j .
The relations (26) hold under the assumption that the function a 

does not depend cxplicitely on s, sx and s2, i.e.
да da da
ds dsx ds9 ° ‘

da
The condition —— =  0 can hold only if w(s) =  const, v{s) =  const, or,

OS

in view of (11), it suffices to assume that $x(s) =  us, s2(s) — vs.
It follows from the inequality (26) that the linear form

(27) upvU,+vqvVv
treated as a form with respect to TJV and Vv assumes, under the side condi
tions (22), the extremum for the optimal strategies U* and У*.

Applying the method of indefinite Lagrange multipliers, we obtain
F(UP, Vv) Ax, A2) =  Щу Up-\-vqv Vv-{-X1 [ (U,—aAv){ Uv—ctA„)-f-l]-|-

+ Ы (У , -р А ,П У , -р А , )+ 1],
dF

--------- и р Л 2ХЛ ии ~ аАм) =  0,

(28)

dU,
dF

w ,
dF

~dTx
dF

Ж

Щр+МЛУц—РА?) =  0,

0.=  (Uli—aAII){UM—aAlt) + 1 

=  ( 7 , - Я ) ( 7 (|- Я ) + 1  =  0.
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From the above system of ten algebraic equations with ten unknowns 
(U*, V*, Ях, Я2) one can eliminate the Lagrange multipliers Ях and Я2 

and obtain the coordinates of the four-vectors L* and F*, which determine 
the directions of the optimal pursuit in the electromagnetic field A^. 
The two first vector equations of the system (28) yield, after simple trans
formations

(29) V ; - a A „
upM
2Я /

m L
2Я2 ‘

From (29) and from the two last scalar equations of the system (28) we 
get

u2pvpv+M\ =  0 , v*q,q,+4Я2 =  0 ,
or
(30) 2 ЯХ =  ±ul/—p ,p „  2Я2 =  ± v V —qvqv.

In this way, using (29) and (30) we can express the optimal strate
gies of the game by the partial derivatives of the payoff function

(31) v ;  =  t — Ж = + a A f ,  r ; =  t =̂L=- +м,-
V—pvpy V - q vqv

Because of the signs in (31) we can obtain from (26) four different equa
tions, which give the minimum of the form (27) for the best method of 
evasion under the optimal pursuit, and best method of pursuit under 
the optimal evasion. We restrict ourselves to presenting only one of them, 
namely the equation

(32) n(V —pvpv—ctpvAv) —v {V -q vqv+PqvAv) = 1 ,

where и and v are given numbers, and the required payoff function 
a =  а{хм, y )̂ is related with рм and qM by Monge notations (17).

We see that the problem of the twx>- person pursuit game in the electro
magnetic field А И can be reduced to solving the first order partial diffe
rential equation (32) for the optimal pursuit time a. If we know the integral 
surface of this equation we can, using (17) and (31), determine the optimal 
directions of pursuit and evasion. This in turn, in view of the system (25) 
of ordinary differential equations, allows us to determine the trajectories 
of pursuit and evasion, under the given initial conditions.

The optimal trajectories of pursuit and evasion are essentially con
tained in the characteristics of the equation (32), which we shall call 
the basic equation of pursuit in the electromagnetic field, or the “Hamil
ton-Jacobi” equation.

This equation is equivalent to the canonical system of Hamilton 
differential equations, which can most easily be solved by the method 
of canonical transformations. The optimal pursuit time a plays the role
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of generating function for these transformations; here the Monge nota
tions Рц and q» have to be identified with the “generalized momenta” 
canonically conjugated with the positions x» and у In other words, 
canonical variables pM, qM, x» and уи should be treated as independent 
variables in the phase space.

3. Canonical form of pursuit equations. Let us return to the discus
sion of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (32), i.e. the equation

(33) _____  _____
H{p», q»\ ос», у») =  u(apvAv- V  - p vpv)+v(pqvAv+ V - q vqv)-f  1 =  0.

It is a first order partial differential equation for the unknown function 
or =  cr(oc» ,y»)  which appears in Monge notations.

According to the theory of Cauchy, integration of equation (33) 
in the given field A»(x„) can be reduced to the problem of integration 
of an auxiliary system of ordinary differential equations, which in this 
case coincides with the canonical system of Hamilton:

dx» dH dp» dH
ds ~  9P / ds doc»

dy» dH dq» dH
ds ~  Hv ’ ds dy»

The Hamilton function H is given in the phase space (p», q», x», у») 
by the left-hand side of equation (33).

It is easy to verify that the Hamilton equations are simply the canoni
cal form of Euler-Lagrange equation for the functional

J [ =  j ( p X + q vyl -H)ds .

In fact, if we define the Lagrange function L as

L  =  pvxv+qvy'v—H, 

then the Euler-Lagrange equations

d dL dL
ds dp» dp»
d dL dL

d dL dL
ds dx» dx»
d dL dL

ds dq» dq» ’ ds dy» ду» 9

for the variational principle 

(35) d j L d s =  0,

will automatically reduce to the Hamilton equation (34).
Roczniki PTM — P race M atem atyczne X.2 11
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It can be seen from (33), (34) and (35) that the basic pursuit equa
tion can appear in three equivalent forms:

1 ) the form of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation,
2) the form of Hamilton equations,
3) the form of variational principle of Hamilton.
In the present paper we attempted to stress as much as possible 

the similarity between the foundations of the theory of pursuit game 
and the corresponding principles of motion in theoretical mechanics. 
The analogies existing between the equations of pursuit arid the equations 
of motion allow us in many cases to apply the well-known (from the 
analytic mechanics) and well - developed methods of integrations.

The most commonly used method for integrating the system of 
equations (34) is the so-called method of Hamilton-Jacobi, based on 
the canonical transformations. These transformations give the exact 
relation between the integral surface of the equation (33) and the first 
integrals of the canonical system (34). The essence of this method is con
tained in the following theorem of Jacobi:

I f  а(хм, yM‘, cf) is any complete integral of the Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation (33), then the first integrals of the Hamilton system of equations 
(34) can be written in the form

da да
— dpi(36) Я —да„ дсм

да да
(37) дх, ду»

where ай and ĉ  as well as b„ and d̂  are arbitrary constants.
The first integrals of motion (36) completely determine the optimal 

trajectories of pursuit in the configurational space (xM, ytt), and, together 
with formulas (37), determine the trajectories in the phase space (xM, 
V^Vfnb)-

Now we shall give the solution of Hamilton equations in the Ьоикь 
geneous electrical field. Natuially, we shall obtain this solution with 
the use of the method of Hamilton-Jacobi.

4. Pursuit game in the homogeneous electric field. Suppose we are
given the electric field with potential p or strength E  in the Minkowski 
space-time. We assume that we have two elements of the game moving 
in this space and carrying electric charges. The information functions 
will be the following

(34) A x =  A z =  A 3 =  0, A 4 =  ip, и =  const, v =  const, и Ф v.
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In this section we shall study the pursuit game in the homogeneous

electrostatic field, i.e. such electric field, whose strength vector E is 
constant:

(39) E  =  const.

This strength can be expressed by the scalar electric potential 
tp according to the following relation, known from electrostatics

(40) E = - V < p .

If we choose the coordinate system in such a way that one of the

axes will coincide with the direction of the field E, then we obtain from 
(39) and (40):

(41) <p{xx) =  - E x x, <p{yx) =  - E y x.

If we now separate the variables in the basic pursuit equation (32):

Ум) =  <ь (я>)+<г2(2/л)»

we get two independent equations with partial derivatives

(42)

/ 1 /  dax dax
\ г дХц дХц

'(V-p-ir\r дуй

— аАц
д а Л

d x j

д а Л

дУм)

=  А ,  

=  В ,

where the separation constants satisfy the condition A —B =  1. 
Let us introduce the auxiliary notations

m — В
n  = mu—nv =  1.

The equations (42), after introducing (38) and (41) take the form

(43)
V
V

da. d(7x
dxv Ox,

da2 do2
d y . d y .

-\-iaEx i
0(T,

d x 4

— i p E y x
dcr2

—  m ,

=  n.

Since x2, x 3,or4; y 2, w3,?/4 are cyclic variables, we shall try to find the 
integral of the equations (43) in the form

G lfa/ ii ® /i) —  “b C x j (*^1 ! d 2 , Я'з, ЙГ4) - f - d 2X 2 4“  Я3Т 3 -j“ ̂ 4 *̂4 ,

ffz { y tО CM) —  <̂1 ory1 (2/1 ? c 2) C3> ^4) + С2 2 /2 + Сз2/з + С42/4*
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The functions aXl and aVl satisfy, in view of (43), the equations

(44)
— -\-a\)Ą-ia Ea^xx — m

2

- ( c l + c l Jrcl)-i^Ec^y1 =  n.

>

If we now introduce the notations

(45)
$4 — ЪО/q , 

C4 =  ФС0,
^2-l-tt3_ba4 — 
c l+ c l+ c l  =

m—iaEâ oCx =  x,

n+ipEctih  =  у ,

and integrate the equations (44), we get

(46) <7* 

Therefore,

(47)

Jb--------Г Va2—x2dx.
aEar J i PEc0

J  i c 2—y2dy.

&x — ±  

<*» =  ±

ж /a2 —x2 -f- a2 arc sin {x/a) 
2aEa0

yVc2—y2 4 -c2arcsin(y/c) 
2 pEc0

(a > 0 ),

(c > 0 ).

The pursuit trajectories can be determined by the Jacobi theorem from 
ч the equations:

(48)

да дох да дау
дс2да2 =  й„ + * 2 — дс2 ~

да да доу
дс3да3

=  ~ J L + x3 
да3 =  Ъ3, де3 ~

да дах да дау
дс4да4 =  i r L + cc*dct'4 =  К дс4

+Уг =  d2,

-\~Уз —

+ y 4 — d4.

When differentiating the functions ax and ay with respect to at and 
^  (i =  2, 3, 4) one should use formulas (45) in (47). We shall proceed 
in a different way, namely, instead of determining the derivatives directly 
from (47), we determine them indirectly from (46). To do this we first 
differentiate the expressions (46) with respect to parameters щ and 
c* (i =  2 ,3 ,4 ), and then integrate them with respect to x and у
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getting

(49)

dax id2 . x
dd2 aEdi

arcsm—,
d

dcfx Ш 3 . яarcsm—,
ddd3 aEdt

dax i
(a2+U4)arcsin— -\-mVd2-

L add4 aEdl

дву ic2 . Уarcsm — , 
cdc2 pEci

дву ic3 . Уarcsin — , 
cdc3 pEc^

day i
(̂c2+ c 2)arcsin— -\-nVc2 — \de4 PEcl

Substituting now expressions (49) into (48), we get the final form of the 
trajectories of the optimal pursuit

ia2 x
x2 =  &2H----------arcsin —,aEdj, a

where

x3 — &3 +

X 4, —  &4 +

Уг — d2

ш.,
------- arc sin —,
aEa  ̂ d

b—T (d2 -j-dl) arc sin — -\-mVd2—x2 ,
Idll  d JaEd.

ic« . У------- arcsin —,
PEc4 g

, гсг . у 
Уз =  tf3+ — — a r c s in - ,  fiECi c

У4 =  d4+ —^ -| (c 2+^)arcsin— +nVc*-y*  1, 
РЩ  l 0 J

a — i^ a j+ a j+ a j, x — m—iaEd^x^

c =  i}/c2+c\+cl, у =  п+{рЕСьух.

The arbitrary constants diy hi, <?*, (i — 2, 3, 4) and m, n (mu— nv =  1)
should be determined from initial conditions.
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5. Basic pursuit equation in the electromagnetic and gravitational 
fields. In the third section we formulated three equivalent forms of pursuit 
equations in the given electromagnetic field А„. These equations are, 
naturally, invariant under the Lorentz transformation, hence they satisfy 
the special relativity principle of Einstein.

If we want our formalism of the theory of pursuit game to satisfy 
the principle of general covariance, it is sufficient simply to change the 
Minkowski space-time into the Riemann space-time with general grav
itational field with potential gMV.

The basic pursuit equation in the gravitational field can be obtained 
in a very simple manner, namely it suffices to write the equation (32) 
in the form

(50) u{V ^p ,pv —ap„Av) — v{V- д удр+ ^ А р) = 1 ,

true in the arbitrary coordinate system.
From the Einstein equivalence principle it follows that every equa

tion in a non inertial system has the same form as in the corresponding 
gravitational field ghV. If we use the formulas from tensor analysis

Р» =  f  =  Л ,  A? =  £ Г ± ,

we obtain from (50) the “Ilamilton-Jacobi” equation for the optimal 
pursuit time (payoff function) in the Riemann space-time

(51) 'u (V -g,JVp/ipv-a g f,vp/tAtf)—v (V -g " \ q v+pgf,\ A v) = 1 .

This is the basic pursuit equation in the given electromagnetic field A „ 
and gravitational field g“p.

The metric tensor tf”  satisfies the gravitational equation of Einstein

(52) R ^ -lg ^ R  =  S tzT*", -

where RMP is the Riemann tensor, R denotes its invariant and TMP is the 
energy - momentum tensor. We expressed the equations (52) in the natural 
measurement units, where the velocity of light in vacuum c and the Newton 
gravitational constant к are equal one.

The pursuit equation in the presence of only gravitational field 
simplifies to

u V - g ^ p ^ —v V - g “\ q ,  =  1 .

The solution of this equation for the case of the Schwarzschild gravita
tional field can be found in paper [4].

The author wishes to express his gratitude to dr A. Zięba for nu
merous discussions and valuable suggestions.
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